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in which Stalin himself joined.   Then Kalinin and Molotov
toasted each other.   In between toasts there were musical
performances by leading Soviet artists.   The atmosphere
was described by one of the newspapers as 6 very joyful and
moving/ but, in keeping with the august nature of the host,
it was more subdued than other banquets had been.   For
one thing delegates were unable to drift amicably from
table to table, for if they moved in the general direction of
the Government table they found their way barred by .
muscular young guests seated at strategic places .in the hall,
and bearing an unmistakable resemblance to plain-clothes
detectives.   The banquet was a magnificent climax to the
celebrations of the Academy, and it was impressive to hear,
in one speech after another, how close are the bonds
between science and government in the Soviet Union, and
how generously the leaders of Russia regard scientific work.
Exactly at 11 o'clock Stalin rose and walked out, followed
by his Government.   He did not speak at the banquet;
but he obviously enjoyed himself;  and his gesture to the
Academy of Sciences made a very favourable impression.
Before dawn next morning Soviet planes left Moscow with
most of the foreign delegates, and many of the Academicians
retired to their rest home at Uskoe.
The Celebration of the 220th Anniversary of the Academy
was over, but its echo remained in the Soviet press for
months. Pravda of 1 July carried another article from the
fertile pen of V. L. Komarov, President of the Academy,
entitled * Triumph of Soviet Science *. He attributed the
success of Soviet science to Stalin's constant care and
encouragement, and he pointed out how the Soviet type of
Government has advantages over all other forms. Izvestiya
of the same date declared that' Soviet science is a standard
bearer of progress and civilisation*. A day later, in
another Moscow newspaper,1 the philosopher Academician
Volgin published an article in which he praised the relation
between Soviet science and public interests, and declared
1 Veck. Mas., 2.7.45.

